Braided Catheter Roll Cutter
Fast, easy, perfect cuts.

The Inventitives Roller Catheter Tubing Cutter is elegant in its simplicity. Incorporating two axis, precision linear slides and smooth flow cam action, this cutter gently lowers the single edge razor onto the braided catheter. As the operator pulls the blade across the catheter, the spring loaded cam ensures a constant and consistent pressure is applied to the blade to cut through both the polymer and the braid. Blade change is intuitive. Simply swing the Blade Lock away from the top of the blade, extract the old blade and replace.

Overall catheter length can be adjusted with a simple thumbscrew. The Roller Assembly can also be interchanged to accommodate very small 3Fr shafts up to 30Fr shafts. These features come together to create a reliable consistent braided tubing cutter that you will depend upon for all of your precision applications.

Features:
- Small, low profile footprint
- Interchangeable roller assemblies (accommodates 3Fr to 30Fr)
- Low cost of ownership
- Fast, intuitive blade change
- Made to order catheter tray length
- Adjustable catheter length dead stop
- Spring loaded carriage return
- Positive control knob

Extended tray
Precise spring loaded 2-position head
Cut depth
Quick, easy blade change
Positive tray locking connection

Other Inventitives Products
- Non-Braided Catheter Cutter
- Thermal Tipper
- Thermal Bonder
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